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NEWS

Hundreds hospitalized in sand storms in Kurdistan in Iraq
Sand storms have caused serious health problems in Kurdistan in Iraq, with
hundreds of citizens being admitted to hospital for treatment of respiratory
issues. The sand storms started on Thursday in the Kurdistan Region and later
affected the whole of Iraq.
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NEWS
Bread crisis causes tensions between SDF and Syrian regime
Tensions are rising between the SDF and the Syrian regime in Qamişlo
and Hasake in Northeast-Syria after the regime started blocking the
supply of flour and edible oil to two autonomously administered Kurdishmajority neighborhoods in regime-controlled Aleppo in Northwest-Syria.
The (SDF affiliated) internal security forces in Qamişlo have taken control of a
bakery in a regime-controlled part of the city. Also, in both Qamişlo and Hasake
the security forces have blockaded a number of government-controlled streets
and squares.
Since the beginning of the holy month of Ramadan, Syrian regime forces have
been denying the entry of food staples to the neighborhoods of Sheikh
Maqsoud and Ashrafiyeh in Aleppo city, both run by a civil administration not
affiliated with the Syrian government and secured by the YPG. Reportedly, this
is to pressure the YPG to hand over the neighborhoods to the regime, which
has been in control over the rest of the city since the dramatic developments in
2016. Food prices have soared in the two neighborhoods and flour and edible
oil are hard to come by.
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EXCLUSIVE!
INTERVIEW - PJAK CO-LEADER SIYABEND MOEINI
"Iranian attacks on Kurdistan show the weakness of the regime"
This weekend, Kurds from Rojhilat (Kurdistan in Iran) who live in
Germany, Belgium, France and the Netherlands gathered at the Kurdish
Community Center in The Hague to celebrate the foundation of the armed
political group PJAK (Party for a Free Life in Kurdistan) in 2004 and the
73rd birthday of their leader Abdullah Öcalan. The PJAK co-leader,
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Siyabend Moeini, was there too. Expert Kurdistan sat down with him to
ask him a few questions.
Siyabend Moeini has been the co-leader of the PJAK since 2016, together with
Zilan Vejîn (pictured below). As a young man in the 1970s and early 1980s, he
was a member of Komala. After finding refuge in Sweden in 1982, he resigned
from Komala, studied and set up a human rights organisation. He was one of
the co-founders of the Kurdistan National Congress.
Siyabend Moeini comes
from a very political family
from the city of Mahabad,
known for the short-lived
Kurdish republic of 1946.
Moeini’s grandfather,
Mohammad Amin Moeini,
was a minister in the
government of the
Mahabad Republic. His
dad, Suleiman Moeini, born in 1933, was a member of the Kurdistan
Democratic Party Iran in the 1960s, when the KDPI was engaged in an armed
struggle against the regime of the Shah. In 1968, when Siyabend was just eight
years old, Suleiman Moeini was captured by the KDP of Mullah Mustafa
Barzani in Kurdistan in Iraq, who was engaded in an uprising against Baghdad
and depended on Tehran for military and financial assistance. Suleiman Moeini
was murdered and then handed over to Tehran.
Expert Kurdistan: “May I first ask you what you have learned from your father
and grandfather?”
Siyabend Moeini: “Of course, I was only indrectly influenced by them. I never
knew my grandfather and I was too young when my father was murdered to
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have been able to learn anything practical from him. But I have learned from
their resistance against the regime of course. My father was only sixteen
years old when he was arrested by the Shah’s regime for the first time. He
insisted on fighting the Shah and wanted to give everything for freedom. I am
very proud of him for that. He couldn’t reach freedom in his life, but we are on
the way to freedom now and hope to find it.”

Great footwork at the PJAK gathering in The Hague this weekend.

EK: “Can you still travel to any part of Kurdistan?”
Siyabend Moeini: “I can. Sometimes. Obviously, I can’t give any details. We
have to be very careful, last year alone Iran murdered two of our people in
Basur [Kurdistan in Iraq, FG – see Expert Kurdistan of 8 August 2021 and 18
July 2021 for more information].”
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EK: “The end of the Shah’s regime and the foundation of the Islamic Republic
didn’t change anything for the better for Kurds. How is the PJAK fighting
against it?”
Siyabend Moeini: “The Islamic Republic isn’t only bad for Kurds, it is bad for all
ethnic and religious minorities and it is bad for women too. It is against
freedoms and human values in every possible way. It has destroyed the
society, both the social structures and the economy. To stay in power, they
interfere in other countries, such as Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Yemen, several
countries in Africa. And the regime murders Iranians in Europe. It’s a terrorist
system.”
“Iran ruthlessly
suppresses all kinds of
activism: women’s
activism, environmental
activism and human
rights activism. So for us
as PJAK it’s even more
difficult to do anything.
Well, we can’t do anything
legal, but despite that, as
an organisation we are doing good. We are organising people and attach a
great importance to education. We work from Maku to Ilam to Lorestan.”
EK: “What are your strategies to organize and educate people?”
Siyabend Moeini: “Sorry, I can’t say anything about it. But we focus on both
military and ideological education.”
EK: “How is your relation with the KDPI?”
Siyabend Moeini: “They resist the Iranian regime as well and we like to work
with anybody who opposes the regime. But we don’t have ties on an
organizational level.”
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EK: “Why not?”
Siyabend Moeini: “You have to ask them.”
Some background info: the KDPI is operating from the territory of the Kurdistan
Region in Iraq (KRI). The KDPI can only remain there if it doesn’t stage any
attacks against Iran from there – if it does antagonize Iran too much, the
repercussions will be both for them and for the KDP, which is in power in the
KRI. Having direct ties with PJAK, a PKK-affiliated group, may bring too much
trouble for KDPI. That doesn’t leave KDPI too much room to maneuver.
EK: “The PKK, which you
are affiliated with and with
whom you share a leader
in Abdullah Öcalan, isn’t
exactly known for resisting
Iran. Isn’t this a problem for
you?”
Siyabend Moeini: “The
geopolitical and
geographical situation in
Kurdistan doesn’t allow us to close our eyes to the influence of countries that
exist here. It’s not an ideal situation but we have to be realistic. We can’t stand
in between anybody having contact with anybody. Contacts that the PKK may
have with Iran are on them and have nothing to do with us. What we find more
problematic, is how Barzani is using us to build a relationship with Iran. It
is for example giving coordinates of our camps and people to Iran and several
comrades have died because of that. Also Turkey is pressuring us, and working
with Iran against us. But we have no direct war with Turkey. Our greatest
enemy is Iran, that’s the regime we fight.” (Pictured: Fruit, cookies and a PJAK pie at the
The Hague gathering.)
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EK: “Iran and its militias in Iraq, the Hashd al-Shabi, are increasingly staging
attacks against targets in the Kurdistan Region in Iraq. What has to be done to
stop this?”
Siyabend Moeini: “It shows the weakness of the regime and the immens
pressure they are under. No less than 70% of the population lives below the
poverty line. After 1979, it was only the Kurds who said no to the Islamic
Republic, now the whole country rejects them.”
EK: “The alternative the PJAK proposes, like all movements who follow the
ideology of Öcalan, is decentralized democracy. Do you think Kurds in Iran
support that idea?”
Siyabend Moeini: “True, because we think the idea of the nation-state, which
has become dominant after the First Wold War, doesn’t work and hasn’t been
able to bring stability. Nation-states are not suitable for the culture and the
history of this region. But we don’t know to what extend the Kurds in Iran
support our idea of grassroots democracy. We are unable to ask them, we can’t
have a referendum or vote about it. All we can do is keep on organizing, and
that’s what we do.”
Pictures (except the one of Zilan Vejîn) and video: Fréderike Geerdink
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK
“The official ideology tells me ’You are a Turk’ and I have to learn
’I’m a Turk’, despite the fact that at home my parents spoke
Kurdish. I became aware of it only when I was 15 years old. But
then, when I was 15 years old, when I became conscious of my
origins, I didn’t have a nationalist attitude. I am not a nationalist
because I had already discovered socialism – socialist ideas. In
this sense of a social class basis, I am for the unity of all people
and not for one particular nation. On the other hand, in answer to
your question, I feel that being a Kurd has had a great influence
and it explains many characteristics and particularities in me.”
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Legendary actor, screenwriter and film director Yılmaz Güney in an interview a
month before he died of cancer in exile in France in 1984. The interview was
published for the first time in Turkish this week on the occasion of Güney’s
birthday on 1 April 1937. Medya News has a sum-up in English.

Also this week…
… US based investigative journalist Zack Kopplin published again about the
hidden wealth of the Barzani family: they own at least 300 properties, worth
hundreds of millions of dollars, in Dubai. In December 2021, Kopplin published
about property the Barzani family owns in Miami.
… several jailed Kurdish
politicians gave their
defenses this week in trials
against them because of
the so-called ‘Kobani
events’ in Diyarbakır in
October 2014, for which
the government wrongly
holds HDP politicians
responsible. Among
others, Gültan Kışanak and Selahattin Demirtaş gave their defenses. Yours
truly wrote a column for Medya News about the impact on love and solidarity of
the use of video connections with inmates in political trials in Turkey – before
defendants were able to appear in person, as she herself witnessed many
times. Drawing of Demirtaş giving his defense via the video system.
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… the deputy speaker of parliament in Kurdistan in Iraq urged political parties
to continue discussions to reach a political agreement on preparations for the
election (scheduled for 1 October 2022).
… Rojava University announced it is looking for online English teachers.
… Turkey-backed groups fight each other in occupied Serekaniye in NortheastSyria.
… Turkey and its proxies continue to pull down olive trees in occupied Afrin,
Northwest-Syria. Wouldn’t it be more logical for them to make a profit of the
trees, you wonder? Well, they do that too: they are trying to find a balance
between exploiting the land and destroying a culture.
… HDP MP Meral Danış
Beştaş addressed
parliament wearing the
dress (pictured) that was
sent to jailed politician
Leyla Güven last year (see
Expert Kurdistan of 26
September 2021) but that
prison authorities wouldn’t
allow inside prison because of its colours red, yellow and green. Beştaş asked
if colours could be banned.
… several international lawyers organisations have urged the Committee for
the Prevention of Torture to allow the lawyers of PKK-leader Abdullah Öcalan to
visit their client, and called for an on-site investigation into the circumstances at
Imralı prison, where Öcalan (and three other inmates) is being held. Lawyers
visits have been prevented since August 2019.
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… a man from Iraq was murdered in Al Hol-camp in Northeast-Syria, where
ISIS-women and their children are being held.
… the Columbia Journalism Review published a piece about ‘Law 6’ of the
Kurdistan Region in Iraq, which was supposed to stop sexist online abuse but is
used to jail journalists.
… for the Washington Institute, journalist Winthrop Rodgers offers great insight
into the rituals foreign officials have to go through when they visit Erbil, or more
precisely: when they go ‘full Barzani’ and pay their obligatory visits to (former
president and pater familias) Massoud, (president) Nechirvan and (prime
minister) Masrour.
… this kid gave the best answer ever to the question ‘What are you saying?’ –
universal language is everybody’s favourite.
… Expert Kurdistan’s Fréderike Geerdink interviewed radically independent
conflict journalist Jake Hanrahan for Dutch daily paper NRC Handelsblad (and
managed to squeeze an all-Arab unit of the SDF in Raqqa in). Do visit
Hanrahan’s website Popular Front.
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Look at this nice video with dancer and choreographer Hussein Smko,
filmed in Erbil by Ayar Freedom.
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Online lecture 1

Online lecture 2

15 April: “The Tigris and
Euphrates Rivers in Kurdish
History”, with Faisal Husain,
Assistant Professor of History,
Pennsylvania State University.

22 April: University of Rojava
Freedom Annual Lecture - John
Holloway: Hope in Hopeless
Times. Register here for Zoom, or

Click here for more information and
to register. Archive picture: yours
truly floating in the Tigris.

follow the lecture via the
University’s Youtube channel or via
the Facebook event page.
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